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Identifying research waste in preterm birth prevention to increase the effectiveness and value of research investments.

Clinical research aims to produce knowledge that patients and doctors can use to decide on treatments, balancing between expected beneficial and harmful effects. In view of this, it is absolutely critical that the knowledge produced in research is valid, reliable and meaningful. Unfortunately, it is likely that a high proportion of research is not useful, or may even provide false findings, a problem defined as research waste.

The work I propose to do at the Meta-Research Innovation Center at Stanford will focus on research waste reduction where I will use prevention of preterm birth as the specific example how to evaluate current effectiveness and value of research.

As a medical doctor in obstetrics I’m confronted daily with the burden of preterm birth, which is the single most important cause of perinatal mortality and morbidity. While the volume published research on preterm birth is increasing, effective interventions for women (and their offspring) to actually prevent preterm birth are still lacking, preterm birth rates are rising and potentially effective interventions remain largely unevaluated. It is therefore timely to evaluate research waste in this area and subsequently increasing the quality and value of new research.